Safety Studies for a 44-Channel Suprachoroidal Retinal Prosthesis: A Chronic Passive Study
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PURPOSE. Following successful clinical outcomes of the prototype suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis, Bionic Vision Australia has developed an upgraded 44-channel suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis to provide a wider field of view and more phosphenes. The aim was to evaluate the preclinical passive safety characteristics of the upgraded electrode array.

METHODS. Ten normal-sighted felines were unilaterally implanted with an array containing platinum electrodes (44 stimulating and 2 returns) on a silicone carrier near the area centralis. Clinical assessments (color fundus photos, optical coherence tomography, full-field electroretinography, intraocular pressure) were performed under anesthesia prior to surgery, and longitudinally for up to 20 weeks. Histopathology grading of fibrosis and inflammation was performed in two animals at 13 to 15 weeks.

RESULTS. Eight animals showed safe electrode array insertion (good retinal health) and good conformability of the array to the retinal curvature. Eight animals demonstrated good mechanical stability of the array with only minor (<2 disc diameters) lateral movement. Four cases of surgical or stability complications occurred due to (1) bulged choroid during surgery, (2) hemorrhage from a systemic bleeding disorder, (3) infection, and (4) partial erosion of thin posterior sclera. There was no change in retinal structure or function (other than that seen at surgery) at endpoint. Histopathology showed a mild foreign body response. Electrodes were intact on electrode array removal.

CONCLUSIONS. The 44-channel suprachoroidal electrode array has an acceptable passive safety profile to proceed to clinical trial. The safety profile is expected to improve in human studies, as the complications seen are specific to limitations (anatomic differences) with the feline model.
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Retinal prostheses can restore some functional vision to patients with profound vision loss from progressive retinal degenerative diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa.1–4 Retinitis pigmentosa affects over 1.5 million people worldwide, and is the leading cause of irreversible vision loss in a working age population.5 Retinal prostheses bypass the degenerating photoreceptors and electrically stimulate the remaining intact neurons in the inner retina, including the bipolar cells and the retinal ganglion cells.

There are three retinal prostheses currently commercially available (Argus II device; Second Sight Medical Products, Sylmar, CA, USA;6 Alpha IMS and AMS devices; Retina Implant AG, Reutlingen, Germany;7 and IRIS VRS; Pixium Vision, Paris, France8,9), and further devices are at various stages of development by other groups.10–16 These devices are designed for implantation in epiretinal,6,9,10 subretinal,11–13,17 suprachoroidal,16 and intrascleral14,15 locations. However, intraocular serious adverse events (SAEs) relating to the stability of the electrode array, conjunctival and scleral erosions, retinal detachment, hypotony, and endophthalmitis have been associated with epiretinal implants5,17–21 and SAEs relating to raised intraocular pressure (IOP), and retinal detachment have
occurred with subretinal implants. These SAEs are generally related to the complex surgical procedures required for epiretinal and subretinal placement and often require further surgical or medical intervention. Previous studies with suprachoroidal- and intrascleral-based devices show no evidence of intraocular SAEs, although long-term safety for greater than 1 year has not yet been evaluated. Despite the electrode arrays in suprachoroidal and intrascleral devices being located more distal to the inner retinal target cells than epiretinal and subretinal implants, they can readily generate phosphene vision in late-stage retinitis pigmentosa patients.

In 2012, we conducted a Phase 1 clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01605576) using a prototype suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis in three patients with end-stage retinitis pigmentosa, and demonstrated that the surgical procedure was safe (no intraocular SAEs), the device position was stable over time, and repeatable phosphene percepts were elicited in all subjects. At the conclusion of the trial, we received feedback from the patients that they would prefer an increased number of phosphenes and an increased visual field in a next-generation retinal prosthesis. Hence, we have now upgraded the retinal prosthesis to a 44-channel electrode array, both increasing the number of electrodes and the field of view. There are two key design changes from our previous prototype arrays, that alter the mechanical characteristics of the retinal prosthesis: (1) an increase in metal to silicone carrier ratio, and (2) an increase in the number of wires in the lead-wire cable. Hence, we determined it was critical to perform a preclinical passive chronic safety study to determine the surgical safety, stability, conformability, robustness, and bio-compatibility of this upgraded 44-channel electrode array, prior to proceeding to clinical trial.

### METHODS

#### Subjects and Ethics Statement

Ten adult normally sighted cats, weighing between 2.6 and 5.7 kg on the day of monocular implant surgery, were the subjects of this study. The 44-channel electrode array design was an iterative process, involving implantation in a total of 28 animals as part of a wider study, but only the 10 animals implanted with the final array design were included in this study. A companion publication will further detail the iterative electrode array design and engineering process. Cats were chosen as our large-eye model to assess retinal safety of our retinal prosthesis as they have a similar axial length and retinal structure and function to humans, and to allow comparison to our previous preclinical safety studies performed with the prototype electrode array. All procedures were approved and monitored by the Bionics Institute Animal Research Ethics Committee (AREC#15/324AB and AREC#16/341AB) and complied with the National Health and Medical Research Council’s “Australian code for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes” (2013) and “Guidelines on the Care of Cats Used for Scientific Purposes” plus the Victorian State (Australia) “Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’ Act” (1986 and amendments), and the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. All procedures (surgeries and noninvasive follow-up assessments) were carried out under anesthesia and all efforts were made to minimize suffering.

### 44-Channel Suprachoroidal Electrode Array Design

In the upgraded 44-channel electrode array design compared with the previous prototype designs, the metal density, or ratio to silicone has increased due to an increased number of electrodes, a larger electrode diameter and a thinner silicone carrier (Table 1). Furthermore, the metal density of the lead-wire cable (90% platinum-10% iridium) has increased due to more wires contained within the same total outer diameter. These mechanical changes may have an effect on ease of surgical insertion, long-term stability, conformability, and robustness of the electrode array. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the 44-channel electrode array and lead-wire cable compared with the previous preclinical prototype designs. The total electrode number was increased to 46 platinum electrodes (of which 2 were the larger diameter return electrodes) within the 17 by 8.5-mm medical-grade silicone carrier (mixture of MED-4860 and either MED-1540 or MED-4830 liquid silicone; Nusil Technology, Carpinteria, CA, USA) to increase number of phosphenes and field of view without adding to the overall footprint. The electrode diameter was increased to 1 mm to reduce the charge density for stimulation safety purposes. The thickness of the silicone carrier was reduced to compensate for the higher metal content and to reduce overall stiffness. The orientation of the returns was altered (Fig. 1), which also has a local impact on stiffness in this region of the electrode array. A patch to stabilize the electrode array, attach the lead-wire cable, and cover the scleral incision was located over the scleral exit point (MEDIFAB 07-105/52, Art No. 05103246000; SEFAR Mesh & Technology, Blacktown, NSW, Australia) and a second patch to anchor the lead-wire cable was located at the orbital margin point (Fig. 1). The electrode arrays were cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner as follows: (1) double-distilled water (ddH2O) for 10 minutes, (2) detergent solution (ddH2O + Pyroneg; Diversey Australia Pty. Ltd., New South Whales, Australia) for 10 minutes, (3) ddH2O 2 × 5 minutes, (4) ddH2O.
ethanol for 5 minutes, and (5) ddH₂O 2 × 5 minutes. They were subsequently autoclaved at a maximum of 134°C for 1 hour, stored under sterile conditions, and rinsed in sterile saline immediately prior to surgery.

Experimental Design

The study design was for 10 animals to be implanted with the 44-channel preclinical electrode array for at least 12 weeks. A mixed cohort with passive (sham) implantation and active electrical stimulation was planned to minimize the total number of animals required. Of the 10 total animals, two animals did not receive electrical stimulation and were evaluated longitudinally with clinical techniques in addition to histopathology after 13 to 15 weeks of implantation. The remaining eight animals received electrical stimulation from 4 weeks postsurgery onward using the electrical stimulation system described previously. These eight animals were also monitored longitudinally with clinical techniques, and the passive implantation outcomes pertaining to implantation safety, device stability, electrode array conformability, and electrode robustness are reported here. The electrical stimulation safety outcomes including retinal thickness and histopathology after 13 to 15 weeks of implantation. The number of animals required. Of the 10 total animals, two

Surgery and Postoperative Care

Vitreoretinal surgeons under aseptic conditions performed the surgeries. Animals were anesthetized with an initial dose of xylazine (2 mg/kg subcutaneous [s.c.]) and ketamine (20 mg/kg s.c. or intramuscular [i.m.]), then maintained with a continuous flow of 1% to 2% isoflurane (IsoFlo; Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL, USA) in oxygen through an endotracheal tube for the duration of the surgery. Animals were intubated, body temperature maintained with a heat pad at 35°C, and breathing, heart rate, oxygen saturation, and blood pressure were monitored continuously (Cardell veterinary monitor 9405; Casmed Medical Systems, Branford, CT, USA). Hartmann’s solution was administered (intravenous [i.v.] or s.c.) as a fluid supplement and ocular lubricant (HPMC PAA gel; Alcon, Macquarie Park, NSW, Australia) was instilled to prevent corneal desiccation. Mydriasis was induced in the eye being operated on with 1% tropicamide, 10% phenylephrine hydrochloride, and 1% atropine (Bausch & Lomb, Chatswood, NSW, Australia).

The surgical method of electrode array implantation is shown diagrammatically in previous publications. The detailed surgical implantation method of the whole electrical stimulation system including an x-ray fluoroscopy of the implanted eye has also been described previously. In brief, a lateral canthotomy and conjunctival peritomy were performed, prior to a 9-mm scleral incision located at 5-mm posterior and parallel to the limbus. The incision is more anterior in cat than in human surgery, where it is positioned underneath the lateral rectus muscle, because the cat sclera is substantially thinner posteriorly. The superior margin of the incision was extended posteriorly as an “L” to enable the cable exiting the eye to sit flat on the sclera. A crescent knife (Alcon Laboratories) and lens glide (Beaver Visitec International, Waltham, MA, USA) were used to open the suprachoroidal space, then the array was advanced into the suprachoroidal pocket to be positioned under the superior-temporal retina close to the area centralis, taking care to avoid the long-posterior ciliary arteries. The implant position under the retina was photographed with a fundus lens (Volk Quadraspheic, Mentor, OH, USA) and surgical microscope (Zeiss OPMI 6-CFR XY; Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). The scleral wound was closed with 5/0 and 8/0 nylon sutures and the scleral patch was sutured to the sclera overlying the wound with 8/0 nylon sutures to protect it and anchor the array. The conjunctiva was closed with 8/0 vicryl sutures and ocular lubricant instilled. The lead-wire cable was looped posteriorly in the episcleral space and the orbital patch was sutured with 5/0 nylon sutures as a secondary anchor point onto the zygomatic process. In animals with a passive array (N = 2), the lead-wire cable end was positioned subcutaneously superor-orstral to the pinna and the skin closed with 5/0 and 6/0 vicryl and 5/0 nylon sutures. In animals with an electrode array intended for chronic electrical stimulation (N = 8), the...
lead-wire cable was routed subcutaneously, secured to the skull, and had a percutaneous connector exiting at a wound between the scalpulae.28 Analgesia was provided with a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent (carprofen 4 mg/kg s.c.; Norbrook, Newry, Northern Ireland) immediately postsurgery (day 0), followed by the opioid buprenorphine (0.01 mg/kg s.c.; Temgesic, Reckitt Benckiser, Sydney, Australia) twice on day 1 and once on day 2. Prophylactic systemic antibiotic was provided (Clavulox, 10 mg/kg s.c. or 12.5 mg/kg bid PO; Pfizer Italia, Rome, Italy) immediately after surgery, then daily for 7 days. Prophylactic topical antibiotic (chloramphenicol 0.5%; Chlorsig, Sigma Pharmaceuticals, VIC, Australia) and topical steroid (predenefrin forte 1%; Sigma Pharmaceuticals, VIC, Australia) was applied to the eye four times a day for 14 days. In two animals (16_321, 16_527) topical steroid was continued twice a day for a further 14 days according to surgical advice.

**In Vivo Clinical Assessments**

Noninvasive clinical assessment tools were used to assess structural and functional status of the retina both following implantation surgery and over the chronic implantation period, electrode array stability and conformability to the retinal curvature, and electrode tilt relative to retinal curvature. Animals were anesthetized with an initial dose of xylazine (2 mg/kg s.c.) and ketamine (20 mg/kg s.c. or i.m.), then maintained with ketamine i.m. at one-third the original dose as required. Topical tropicamide 1% (Bausch & Lomb, Chauvin Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Surrey, UK) and phenylephrine 2.5% (Bausch & Lomb) eyedrops were instilled in both eyes for mydriasis and ocular lubricant (HPMC PAA gel; Alcon Laboratories) was applied to prevent corneal desiccation. Subcutaneous Hartmann’s solution (2.5 mL/kg/h) and heat pads were provided at the end of the clinical assessment to assist recovery. Our clinical assessment protocol has been detailed previously.

In the two animals (16_320, 16_321) with a passive electrode array, spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT; Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany), color fundus photography (CFP; TRC-50DX mydriatic retinal camera; Topcon Medical Systems, Oakland, NJ, USA), and IOP (iCare Tonometer, Vantaa, Finland) were performed prior to surgery and at 2, 6, and 13 to 15 weeks postsurgery. Dark-adapted full-field electroretinography (ffERG; Elsion E2, Diagnosys LLC, Lowell, MA, USA) was performed prior to surgery and at 13 to 15 weeks postsurgery. In the eight animals that received chronic electrical stimulation, SD-OCT, CFP, and IOP were performed prior to surgery, at 2 and 4 weeks postsurgery, and then every 4 weeks (±2 weeks) up to a maximum of 20 weeks postsurgery, while dark-adapted ffERG was performed prior to surgery and at 2 weeks postsurgery. Electrode array insertion trauma to the retina was assessed from CFP and SD-OCT images and ffERG at 2 weeks postsurgery. Recording of the ffERG was performed after 20 minutes of dark adaptation in the implanted and fellow eyes simultaneously. The retinal response (mean of 5 measurements) was recorded for various light flash luminance levels (0.01–10 cd.s.m⁻²), but just the combined rod-cone maximal ffERG response (10 cd.s.m⁻²) is reported. The ratio (implanted: fellow eyes) of a-wave (photoreceptor component) and b-wave (post-receptor component) amplitudes of the dark-adapted maximal ERG response (10 cd.s.m⁻²) at 2 weeks was compared with baseline to confirm the global retinal function after surgery. IOP was averaged from five separate measurements and was used to ensure the normal recovery of pressure after surgery.

**Termination, Dissection, and Histopathology Assessment**

At the endpoint, animals were anesthetized for a separate acute electrophysiology experiment, killed, and the eyes gathered for histopathologic evaluation as described previously.31 34 Each animal was overdosed with sodium pentobarbital i.v. (Letharies) and the eye four times a day for 14 days. In two animals (16_321, 16_527) topical steroid was continued twice a day for a further 14 days according to surgical advice.

The long-term mechanical stability of the electrode array was assessed in both lateral and vertical (axial) planes. Lateral device movement was assessed from overlaid CFPs at each longitudinal time point using the optic disc diameter (DD) as the measuring unit. The edges of the electrode array are seen as a shadow in the ocular fundus and can be mapped relative to ocular features such as blood vessels. SD-OCT B-scans and matching infrared images were used to confirm the position of the implant if there was any doubt as to its position in the CFP. Axial implant stability was assessed from high-resolution volume and single-line SD-OCT B-scans overlaying and adjacent to the electrode array and reported as electrode to retina (ER) distance (retinal pigment epithelium [RPE]/tapetum junction to inner electrode surface). Each B-scan was an average of 100 frames and follow-up mode was used longitudinally where possible. Separate B-scans were collected to align with the orientation of the columns and the rows of electrodes. The ER distance was measured from the center of each identified electrode, using the measuring tool within the Spectralis HEYES software, as per our established protocol.24,28 Due to field-of-view constraints, 10 to 50 electrodes from the total 46 were identified in each animal, so the tip and central-inferior sections of the array were adequately sampled. Arrays that were placed more temporally or superiorly had fewer electrodes imaged.

The long-term structural (from CFP and SD-OCT) and functional (from ffERG) status of the retina was evaluated in the two animals with passively implanted arrays for 13 to 15 weeks to give an indication of the long-term biocompatibility of the electrode array. The longitudinal clinical data was assessed in conjunction with histopathology data at the endpoint. CFPs and volumetric SD-OCT scans were assessed qualitatively by a clinician for any retinal pathology that might have developed between 2 weeks and endpoint. Retinal thickness (inner limiting membrane to RPE/tapetum junction) was measured at baseline, and 13 to 15 weeks with SD-OCT at 10 evenly spaced regions at the electrode array tip, at the center of the array, adjacent to the array, and at the fellow eye area centralis, as per previously published methods.28 34 This indicates whether there is any significant cell loss or retinal swelling over time. The a-wave amplitude ratio (13–15 weeks: baseline) from the dark-adapted ffERG (combined rod-cone maximal ERG response of 10 cd.s.m⁻²) was used to assess for any changes in implanted eyes versus nonimplanted eyes and historic control eyes (N = 25).

Conformability of the electrode array was assessed qualitatively from SD-OCT images overlaying the electrode array in conjunction with images from vertical histologic sections. The tissue at the edge of the electrode array was assessed for whether the issue to implant transition was smooth or whether there was any damage or impact upon the retina, RPE/tapetum complex, and choroid structures. The angle subtended by the orientation of each disc electrode to the orientation of the overlying RPE/tapetum complex was measured with a protractor for tilt >10° as an indication of electrode array robustness. The number of electrodes with tilt was quantified relative to the total number of electrodes assessed. It was further noted whether there was any impact by electrodes or the silicone carrier upon the choroid/tapetum structures.
abarb; Virbac, New South Whales, Australia). Heparinized saline at 37°C was perfused via the left ventricle until venous outflow was clear, followed by perfusion with 0.8 to 1.2 L neutral buffered formalin (NBF) 10% at 4°C. The eyes were enucleated without cutting the lead-wire cable, and post-fixed in Davidson’s modified fixative for 18 to 36 hours at room temperature, 50% ethanol for 6 to 8 hours at room temperature, before being stored in 70% ethanol at 4°C until dissection.

The sclera at the patch, incision site and overlying the electrode array was examined and photographed under a surgical microscope during dissection to assess the scleral position, the viability of patch sutures, and for any signs of fibrosis, infection, wound breakdown, and scleral erosion. Cornea is indicated in light blue, anterior (thick) sclera in medium blue and posterior (thin) sclera in black. Not to scale.

FIGURE 2. Schematic indicating position of scleral patch (gray), electrode array (yellow), and incision site (dotted line) relative to the limbus and the junction (red arrowhead) between thick anterior (blue) and thin posterior (black) sclera in feline eyes. The scleral incision was placed 5-mm posterior to the limbus and the thin posterior sclera begins 7- to 9-mm posterior to the limbus. The sclera under the patch (black arrowhead), at the incision site and overlying the electrode array (including the antero-posterior junction) was examined for any signs of fibrosis, infection, wound breakdown, and scleral erosion. Cornea is indicated in light blue, anterior (thick) sclera in medium blue and posterior (thin) sclera in black. Not to scale.

Histopathology grading as part of the biocompatibility assessment was performed using an established 4-level scoring system (from score 0: no observable difference to expected baseline, to score 4: a major variation from expected baseline) by two pathologists experienced in retinal pathology under random, double-blind conditions. Data are presented for two passive implantation subjects (16_320 and 16_321) and compared with previously published data from two randomly selected historic control eyes. Three histologic vertical sections were graded for each eye; a section oriented across the central width of the implant, and two parallel sections through the tip of the implant. The tissue surrounding the implant was assessed for scarring, fibroblastic response, acute and chronic inflammatory responses, and foreign body multinucleate giant cell response. The presence or absence of necrosis and retinal damage was noted, as was any damage away from the implant site. A randomized re-check performed in a subset of samples (10%) at 20-weeks postinitial evaluation verified internal scoring consistency. Because the data were consistent between scorers, the grades were averaged across scorers and the three sections located at the tip and central regions of the implant.

Statistical Analyses

The fERG response amplitudes were analyzed with repeated-measures ANOVA and Bonferroni post hoc tests. Retinal thickness and ER distance were analyzed with Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s post hoc tests for each animal. Statistical analyses were performed with a commercial software program (Graph-Pad Prism version 5; GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) using 5% significance.

RESULTS

Implantation Period

The mean (±SD) period of device implantation was 13.1 ± 4.7 weeks (Table 2). Seven animals successfully had the device implanted for the planned period of ≥12 weeks. Three animals were euthanized under veterinary and surgical advice (16_527, 16_528) or died unexpectedly (16_531) prior to the planned endpoint. Two animals (16_320, 16_321) had longitudinal clinical assessments (CFP, SD-OCT, and IOP) along with endpoint fERG and histopathology assessment at 13 to 15 weeks (Table 2). The remaining eight animals had longitudinal clinical assessments plus fERG at 2 weeks, but the endpoint retinal function and histopathology data will be assessed in a companion publication evaluating electrical stimulation safety.

Electrode Array Insertion Safety

The electrode array was inserted safely (with negligible to minor trauma only) in 80% (8/10) of animals. Seven animals
had no retinal trauma following surgery (such as Fig. 3A), while one animal (16_320) had minor localized retinal trauma with two small retinal folds and hyperpigmentation at a small region adjacent to the tip of the electrode array (1/10 animals), seen as two small retinal folds (arrowbeads on SD-OCT) and hyperpigmentation on CFP. Implanted eye (16_524) with extensive retinal changes overlying electrode array (1/10 animals), seen as multiple retinal folds (arrowbeads on SD-OCT) and hyperpigmentation (on CFP) overlying the electrode array in lines perpendicular to the direction of array insertion. These changes occurred subsequent to a difficult insertion relating to choroidal bulging and subsequent buckling of the electrode array. Implanted eye (16_530) with extensive retinal changes overlying electrode array (1/10 animals), due to a large suprachoroidal and subretinal hemorrhage (*) that formed due to a systemic bleeding disorder.

**Figure 3.** Electrode array insertion safety at 2 weeks postsurgery. (A) Representative example of a healthy implanted eye (16_525) with no retinal trauma following electrode array insertion (7/10 animals) shown by both CFP and SD-OCT. The outline of the electrode array (blue dots; implant edge) is seen as a shadow on the CFP. Green arrow indicates the position of the B-scan. (B) Implanted eye (16_320) with localized retinal change adjacent to the tip of the electrode array (1/10 animals), seen as two small retinal folds (arrowbeads on SD-OCT) and hyperpigmentation on CFP. (C) Implanted eye (16_524) with extensive retinal changes overlying electrode array (1/10 animals), seen as multiple retinal folds (arrowbeads on SD-OCT) and hyperpigmentation (on CFP) overlying the electrode array in lines perpendicular to the direction of array insertion. These changes occurred subsequent to a difficult insertion relating to choroidal bulging and subsequent buckling of the electrode array. (D) Implanted eye (16_530) with extensive retinal changes overlying electrode array (1/10 animals), due to a large suprachoroidal and subretinal hemorrhage (*) that formed due to a systemic bleeding disorder.

Follow-up ophthalmic examinations by vitreoretinal surgeons. Histology sections (data not shown) depict folds within the outer nuclear layer, correlating with SD-OCT findings. Animal 16_530 had a large subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage localized to the site of the electrode array (Fig. 3D), and was due to a systemic bleeding disorder in this animal that was subsequently diagnosed after surgery. Critically, there were no cases of vitreal hemorrhage or retinal detachment in any of the 10 animals. A summary of the results for each animal is shown in Table 3.

Individual fERG traces are shown for each animal in the study illustrating both baseline and 2-week data in implanted and fellow eyes (Figs. 4A–G). Four animals showed consistent a- and b-wave amplitudes at both time points. The two animals (16_524 and 16_530) associated with major surgical complications exhibited a small reduction of amplitudes in the implanted eye at 2 weeks. Another animal (16_525) also had a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Surgical Complications</th>
<th>Lateral Movement</th>
<th>ER Distance</th>
<th>Dissection</th>
<th>Histopathology</th>
<th>Adverse Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16_320</td>
<td>Mild localized retinal folds and hyperpigmentation adjacent to tip of array</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Negligible to minor scarring, fibroblastic response, chronic inflammation. Minor to moderate acute inflammation and FBMNGC response</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_321</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Negligible to minor scarring, fibroblastic response, chronic and acute inflammation, and FBMNGC response</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_524</td>
<td>Extensive retinal folds, hyperpigmentation overlying array</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Major increase</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_525</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Minor movement</td>
<td>Minor increase</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_526</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_527</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Terminated early under veterinary and surgeon advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_528</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Major movement</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Fibrosis at scleral patch and wound breakdown at scleral incision</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Terminated early under veterinary and surgeon advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_530</td>
<td>Major subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage at array position</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Systemic bleeding disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16_531</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Major movement</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Partial device extrusion through thick to thin scleral junction</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Unexpected death prior to endpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17_532</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Minor increase</td>
<td>Mild pus accumulation around scleral patch</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Terminated early under veterinary and surgeon advice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mild reduction of a- and b-wave amplitudes in the implanted eye at 2 weeks. The a-wave and b-wave ffERG mean response ratio (implanted: fellow eye; 10 cd.s.m$^{-2}$) both showed no difference ($P > 0.05$, $N = 7$ animals) between baseline and 2 weeks, indicating normal global retinal function in implanted eyes after surgery across the group (Fig. 4H). IOP was found on average to be 1 to 3 mm Hg lower in the implanted eye relative to the fellow control eye at all postsurgery time points, but within clinically accepted levels (data not shown). Two animals experienced moderately raised IOP ($16_521 = 25$ mm Hg and $16_527 = 28$ mm Hg) at 2 weeks postsurgery following the use of topical steroid, but IOP returned to baseline by 4 to 6 weeks so there was no risk of steroid-induced optic neuropathy.

Stability of Electrode Array

There was good mechanical stability of the electrode array in 80% (8/10) of animals over the monitoring period as determined from the amount of lateral movement (Fig. 5). Of these, seven showed some minimal movement during the 4-week initial settling period post surgery ($\leq 1$ DD; $\sim 1.5$ mm) and no movement over the remainder of the monitoring period (Fig. 5A). The other animal ($16_525$) had minor lateral movement ($\sim 1.75$ DD, Fig. 5B) accompanied by a minor increase in ER distance ($100 \pm 32$ $\mu m$, $P = 0.009$ Kruskal-Wallis, Fig. 6) at 12 weeks. Thereafter, there was no further lateral movement and the ER distance returned to baseline by 16 weeks. On dissection, these eight animals all had flat and well-encapsulated scleral patches with intact sutures and normal wound healing at the incision site.

There were two animals with major lateral implant movement of $>3$ DD over the implantation period (Fig. 5C). In one animal ($16_528$), lateral movement at 4 weeks coincided with an infection (abscess) that occurred at the temporal conjunctiva near to the scleral wound position. At dissection, thick fibrosis was evident under and around the scleral patch with signs that some of the sutures had pulled through the tissue due to wound breakdown at the scleral incision (Fig. 2). In the other animal ($16_531$), lateral movement at 4 weeks coincided with a diffusely bulged conjunctiva. At dissection, a partial extrusion of the implant through the junction of the thick to thin posterior sclera was seen, noting that the scleral incision and patch sutures were still intact (Fig. 2). These two animals were not the same two animals that had major surgical trauma. A summary of the results for each animal is shown in Table 3.

ER distance remained stable in five of the eight animals that could be followed over the monitoring period (Fig. 6). Of the three animals that showed an increase in ER distance, only one animal ($16_524$) had a major increase ($451 \pm 177$ $\mu m$, $P < 0.0001$ Kruskal-Wallis) over follow-up, which was likely related to the major surgical trauma from device buckling during insertion (Fig. 3C). The scleral patch and wound sites were intact on dissection. The other two animals showed a minor increase in ER distance of approximately 100 $\mu m$ at 12 weeks (Fig. 6), and were not related to surgical trauma. One of these ($16_525$) had associated minor lateral movement but no complications on dissection, as discussed above. The other ($17_532$: $113 \pm 22$ $\mu m$, $P < 0.0001$ Kruskal-Wallis) had an accompanying diffusely bulged conjunctiva at 12 weeks, and
reduced electrode visibility on SD-OCT, but no associated lateral movement (Fig. 5A). On dissection, the scleral wound, posterior sclera, and patch sutures were all intact, which correlates to the finding of minimal lateral movement. However, there was mild pus accumulation around and under the scleral patch (Fig. 2) indicating a localized infection and mild fibrous tissue down growth within the suprachoroidal pocket, both of which may account for the limited visibility of electrodes and the minor increase in ER distance. In the remaining two animals of the cohort, ER distance could not be determined due to (1) a significant hemorrhage over and under the electrode array from a systemic bleeding disorder (16_530), and (2) limited electrode visibility from major lateral movement (i.e., electrodes outside SD-OCT field of view; 16_531). A summary of the results for each animal is shown in Table 3.

**Implant boundary position (weeks):** 0 (N=8), 2 (N=10), 4 (N=8), 8 (N=6), 12 (N=4), 16 (N=4), 20 (N=2)

**FIGURE 5.** Lateral movement of the electrode array over the chronic implantation period. (A) Most animals (7/10) showed minimal movement of ≤1 DD over the monitoring period. (B) One animal (1/10) had minor movement of 1.75 DD at 12 weeks that subsequently stabilized. (C) Two animals (2/10) had major movement of >3 DD at 4 weeks. Note these were different animals to those with major surgical trauma. **Solid lines** indicate baseline and final time points and **dotted lines** indicate other time points as per color-coded legend. Two animals (16_320, 16_530) did not have a baseline CFP immediately after surgery due to poor visibility of the posterior segment.

**Structural, Functional, and Histopathologic Evaluation of the Retina**

The long-term structural, functional, and histopathologic status of the retina was evaluated in the two animals with passively implanted arrays for 13 to 15 weeks (Table 2; 16_320, 16_321). SD-OCT longitudinal scans, such as the representative images in Figure 7A, show no overt changes in the retinal lamination or health overlying and adjacent to the electrode array over the implanted period. In animal 16_320, there was a small increase in retinal thickness at the tip (∼12 μm, P < 0.05) and a trend for increasing thickness overlying the array (∼10 μm, P > 0.05) at 2 weeks, which both resolved by 13 weeks and likely indicates a mild inflammatory response (retinal edema) immediately postsurgery (Fig. 7B). This may be associated with the minor retinal trauma noted adjacent to the tip in this animal from surgery (Fig. 3B). There was no change in retinal...
thickness either adjacent to the array (P > 0.5) or at the fellow eye area centralis (P > 0.05). In animal 16_321, there was no change in retinal thickness (P > 0.05) between 2 and 15 weeks either at the tip of the array, overlaying the array, adjacent to the array, or in the fellow control eye (Fig. 7C). However, baseline measurements were lower (P < 0.05) in the overlying array location relative to 2 and 15 weeks because the array location was superior to where the baseline measurements were taken. The baseline measurements for the other positions (tip, adjacent, fellow eye) were not statistically different from the later time points (P > 0.05). Photoreceptor function assessed with ffERG a-wave amplitude (10 cd.s.m\(^{-2}\)) for both animals showed the endpoint to baseline a-wave amplitude ratio for implanted and fellow control eyes to be equivalent and within 1 SD of the historic control data (Hist. Ctrl.; N = 23) for the flash intensity of 10 cd.s.m\(^{-2}\).

In the two animals with passive implants histologic examination of vertical sections through the tip and central regions of the array show the location of the suprachoroidal pocket that held the electrode array (Fig. 8). There is a thin band of fibrous tissue that forms around the implant to encapsulate it (Fig. 8A), consistent with our previous studies.\(^{27,28}\) The retina overlaying the electrode array position is healthy and well laminated in both animals with the passive implant (Figs. 8A, 8B). One animal (16_320) exhibited a small retinal fold adjacent to the electrode array tip (Fig. 8C), correlating with the 2-week SD-OCT findings of minor surgical trauma in Figure 3B. The fold is seen as a break within the inner and outer segments of the photoreceptors, and the overlying retina is folded upon itself. The photoreceptor somas are sparser at the folded region than neighboring tissue and the outer plexiform and inner nuclear layers have thinned.

Histopathologically, both animals exhibited negligible to minor variations from the expected baseline (grade 0–1) for scarring, fibroblastic response, and chronic inflammation (Fig. 9; Table 3). For acute inflammation and foreign body multinucleate giant cell responses, one animal (16_321) scored negligible to minor variations from expected baseline (grade 0–1), while the other animal with the minor retinal trauma adjacent to the electrode array tip (16_320) scored minor to moderate variations (grade 1–2). In each animal, the three histology sections from different retinal locations had similar histopathology grading. It should be particularly noted in 16_320, where there was retinal trauma at the tip of the array as a result of the surgery, the inflammatory response was not simply localized to the histologic section that went through the localized region of trauma. The nonimplanted historic controls had negligible variations from expected baseline for all types of tissue response (grade 0).\(^{29}\) There were no necrosis or retinal damage noted at the tip or central regions overlying the implant, except for a small retinal fold adjacent to the tip in one animal (16_320; Fig. 8C), correlating with the in vivo SD-OCT findings of a small fold and hyperpigmentation (Fig. 3B). Overall, the tissue response at 13 to 15 weeks of implantation is consistent with a mild foreign body reaction.\(^{27,28}\) Together, the ffERG, SD-OCT, histology, and histopathology results
indicate the implant is biocompatible with the retinal tissue over the 13 to 15 weeks of chronic passive implantation, with minimal effects on retinal structure, function, and foreign body tissue response.

**Electrode Array Conformability and Electrode Robustness**

SD-OCT volume scans showed conformability of the array to the retinal curvature, with a smooth interface between the array and the choroid (Fig. 10A). The SD-OCT data are supported by the histology data (Fig. 8), which also show conformability between the edge of the suprachoroidal pocket and the adjacent choroid and sclera. In two animals (16_525 and 16_526) at a single corner tip electrode (superiorly and inferiorly, respectively), there was minor edge pressure on the choroid/tapetum from the silicone carrier and electrode, but no effect on the overlying retina (Fig. 10B). These electrodes only had tilts of 5° relative to the curvature of the overlying RPE/tapetum boundary, but were able to impact the choroid due to their position as a corner electrode. A third electrode (from 16_26 middle of array) also had a mild impact (pressure) on the choroid, due to tilt development over time of 17°. Hence, from 139 electrodes examined in total, only three (2%) had pressure on the choroid, and the pressure was very minor/localized and unlikely to affect the choroidal blood supply to the retina. Individual electrodes were found to be robust in vivo, with only one electrode (0.7%) showing >10° tilt relative to the curvature of the overlying RPE/tapetum boundary. It is possible this electrode tilted over time due to development of fibrosis under the electrode. Additionally, when the electrode arrays were removed at dissection, no electrodes had detached from the silicone carrier, indicating the electrodes were stable and robust over the chronic implantation period.

**Figure 8.** Histology. (A) Representative mosaic (>2.5) through the central suprachoroidal pocket of 16_321. The electrode array position in the suprachoroidal pocket (*) is conformable to the sclera and retina/tapetum/choroid. (A’) The blue box region from (A) at higher power (>20) shows a healthy retina overlying the electrode array with a thin layer of fibrous tissue on the edge of the pocket, as expected.27,28 (B) Representative mosaic (>2.5) through the central suprachoroidal pocket of 16_320. (B’) The yellow box region from (B) at higher power (>20) shows a healthy retina overlying the electrode array. (C) Mosaic (>2.5) through the edge of the suprachoroidal pocket and adjacent retina and the optic disc of 16_320. (C’) The green box region from (C) at higher power (>20) shows a small retinal fold (arrow) and associated RPE changes adjacent to the electrode array that occurred during surgery and correlates to the SD-OCT findings shown in Figure 3B. ONH, optic nerve head; FT, fibrous tissue; IS/OS/RPE, inner segments of photoreceptors/outer segments/retinal pigment epithelium; ONL, outer nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer. Scale bar in (A) applies (A–C). Scale bar in (A’) applies (A’–C’).

**Figure 9.** Histopathology grading as a mean score from two pathologists on a 4-point scale (see Methods). Three sections from the tip and central regions overlying the final array position were graded after 13 to 15 weeks of implantation and had acceptable levels of tissue response. Historic nonimplanted controls showed zero tissue response. Error bars: SEM. Res, response; Inf, inflammation; FBMNGC, foreign body multinucleate giant cell response.
the RPE/tapetum orientation. This edge pressure only occurred at a single corner electrode in both cases and did not impact the retina.
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complex. (mild retinal edema.27 Interestingly, the current 44-channel wave amplitude in those animals increased in implanted eyes at 2 weeks postoperatively, which was thought to be linked to subretinal hemorrhage that caused extended elevation of the retina, taking 7 weeks to resolve. Furthermore, the ffERG b-wave amplitude in all seven eyes within 2 weeks postoperatively, and resolved into hyperpigmentary subretinal hematomas developed in all seven eyes within 2 weeks postoperatively, and resolved into hyperpigmentary profile to proceed to clinical trial. Eight of 10 animals had excellent electrode array insertion safety, with seven having no damage at all to the retina and one with only small, localized retinal folds and hyperpigmentation adjacent to the electrode array tip. The passive chronic preclinical study conducted previously with our prototype array27 found that small subretinal hematomas developed in all seven eyes within 2 weeks postoperatively, and resolved into hyperpigmentary lesions on CFP over time, and in one animal there was an overt subretinal hemorrhage that caused extended elevation of the retina, taking 7 weeks to resolve. Furthermore, the ffERG b-wave amplitude in those animals increased in implanted eyes at 2 weeks postoperatively, which was thought to be linked to mild retinal edema.27 Interestingly, the current 44-channel study, did not have any occurrences of subretinal hematomas or hemorrhages aside from the one animal (16_530) that developed a combined subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage and was later diagnosed as having a systemic bleeding disorder. The current study also did not show any increase in either the a-wave or b-wave ffERG amplitude at 2 weeks compared with the fellow eye or the baseline, although the single animal with the localized folds and hyperpigmentation adjacent to the electrode array did have mild retinal swelling overlying the tip and center of the array on retinal thickness measurements. Our previous chronic electrical stimulation study with a prototype array26 also found some cases of hyperpigmentation near the tip of the electrode array similar to that found in the one animal with localized retinal folds and hyperpigmentation in the current study. Hence, there were fewer occurrences of minor trauma at the tip of the electrode array with the 44-channel array compared with the prototype arrays27,28 indicating an improved surgical outcome with the current design.

Because the same surgeons implanted the electrode arrays in both our previous studies and the current study, it is possible there is a mild learning effect contributing to the improved surgical outcome associated with the evaluation of the current electrode array. However, any learning effect is likely to be small given the surgeons have now performed over 200 preclinical surgeries across multiple studies. In the previous prototype passive study it is likely the retinal damage near the array tip was due to the use of electrode arrays of 19 mm in length (the current study and the previous chronic stimulation study both used 17-mm long arrays). This reduction was in response to our previous observation that in a feline eye a 19-mm electrode array induces retinal damage near the array tip due to its close proximity to the optic disc and the insertion point of the short posterior ciliary arteries.32 However, the two major surgical complications in this study (extensive retinal folds following array buckling with difficult insertion following choroidal bulging, and subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage linked to a bleeding disorder) did not occur in the previous studies, although choroidal bulging itself has been a common issue reported in the surgical notes across all three preclinical studies.

In considering surgical implantation safety, it is interesting that all three patients with the prototype suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis developed a combined subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage at 3 to 4 days postoperatively that subsequently resolved.24 Animals in the current 44-channel preclinical study did not show any retinal hemorrhage postoperatively aside from the animal with the systemic bleeding disorder, but given it occurred in the previous patient trial, there is a likelihood that it could occur again in human surgery. It should also be noted that there was no explicit outer retinal damage in the current preclinical study from electrode array insertion. The epiretinal and subretinal approaches carry a higher inherent risk of retinal damage because the implant makes direct contact with the retina. There are reports of localized photoreceptor loss/disruption overlying subretinal implants37-39 and localized retinal damage and/or gliosis from tacking or contact pressure with epiretinal implantation.40,41 Hence, the surgical complications noted in the current study are not as severe as some of the complications recognized by other surgical approaches.

This study showed that eight of 10 animals exhibited excellent mechanical stability of the implant over time with ≤2 DD of lateral movement. Our previous passive chronic study with a prototype electrode array showed lateral movement of ≤3 DD in six animals, noting that only four had 3-months

FIGURE 10. Electrode array conformability and electrode robustness. (A) Representative SD-OCT scan (16_527) showing the smooth interface between the array and the choroid/sclera (arrows) that occurs in most (8/10) animals. Electrodes (arrowheads) are parallel to the RPE/tapetum complex. (B) Representative SD-OCT scan (16_525) showing a minor local edge pressure on the choroid/tapetum (arrows) from the silicone carrier and an electrode at the corner of the electrode array tip as occurred in two animals. This electrode (large arrowhead) had a mild 5° tilt relative to the RPE/tapetum orientation. This edge pressure only occurred at a single corner electrode in both cases and did not impact the retina.

DISCUSSION

This chronic preclinical study found that the 44-channel suprachoroidal electrode array has an acceptable passive safety profile to proceed to clinical trial. Eight of 10 animals had excellent electrode array insertion safety, with seven having no damage at all to the retina and one with only small, localized retinal folds and hyperpigmentation adjacent to the electrode array tip. The passive chronic preclinical study conducted previously with our prototype array27 found that small subretinal hematomas developed in all seven eyes within 2 weeks postoperatively, and resolved into hyperpigmentary subretinal hematomas and hyperpigmentation adjacent to the electrode array did have mild retinal swelling overlying the tip and center of the array on retinal thickness measurements. Our previous chronic electrical stimulation study with a prototype array26 also found some cases of hyperpigmentation near the tip of the electrode array similar to that found in the one animal (16_530) that developed a combined subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage and was later diagnosed as having a systemic bleeding disorder. The current study also did not show any increase in either the a-wave or b-wave ffERG amplitude at 2 weeks compared with the fellow eye or the baseline, although the single animal with the localized folds and hyperpigmentation adjacent to the electrode array did have mild retinal swelling overlying the tip and center of the array on retinal thickness measurements. Our previous chronic electrical stimulation study with a prototype array26 also found some cases of hyperpigmentation near the tip of the electrode array similar to that found in the one animal with localized retinal folds and hyperpigmentation in the current study. Hence, there were fewer occurrences of minor trauma at the tip of the electrode array with the 44-channel array compared with the prototype arrays27,28 indicating an improved surgical outcome with the current design.

Because the same surgeons implanted the electrode arrays in both our previous studies and the current study, it is possible there is a mild learning effect contributing to the improved surgical outcome associated with the evaluation of the current electrode array. However, any learning effect is likely to be small given the surgeons have now performed over 200 preclinical surgeries across multiple studies. In the previous prototype passive study it is likely the retinal damage near the array tip was due to the use of electrode arrays of 19 mm in length (the current study and the previous chronic stimulation study both used 17-mm long arrays). This reduction was in response to our previous observation that in a feline eye a 19-mm electrode array induces retinal damage near the array tip due to its close proximity to the optic disc and the insertion point of the short posterior ciliary arteries.32 However, the two major surgical complications in this study (extensive retinal folds following array buckling with difficult insertion following choroidal bulging, and subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage linked to a bleeding disorder) did not occur in the previous studies, although choroidal bulging itself has been a common issue reported in the surgical notes across all three preclinical studies.

In considering surgical implantation safety, it is interesting that all three patients with the prototype suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis developed a combined subretinal and suprachoroidal hemorrhage at 3 to 4 days postoperatively that subsequently resolved.24 Animals in the current 44-channel preclinical study did not show any retinal hemorrhage postoperatively aside from the animal with the systemic bleeding disorder, but given it occurred in the previous patient trial, there is a likelihood that it could occur again in human surgery. It should also be noted that there was no explicit outer retinal damage in the current preclinical study from electrode array insertion. The epiretinal and subretinal approaches carry a higher inherent risk of retinal damage because the implant makes direct contact with the retina. There are reports of localized photoreceptor loss/disruption overlying subretinal implants37-39 and localized retinal damage and/or gliosis from tacking or contact pressure with epiretinal implantation.40,41 Hence, the surgical complications noted in the current study are not as severe as some of the complications recognized by other surgical approaches.

This study showed that eight of 10 animals exhibited excellent mechanical stability of the implant over time with ≤2 DD of lateral movement. Our previous passive chronic study with a prototype electrode array showed lateral movement of ≤3 DD in six animals, noting that only four had 3-months
implantation, while the other two animals could only be followed for 2 weeks. One of the animals that was only followed for 2 weeks was later found to have its implant extruding from the sclera, so it is possible that it may have had greater movement if CFP results were able to have been obtained at 12 weeks. Additionally, our previous chronic active electrical stimulation study with a prototype electrode array showed lateral movement of $\leq 2$ DD in all seven animals over 15-weeks implantation and our prototype clinical trial showed no lateral movement nor signs of extrusion. Hence, our current study with the 44-channel array showed similar mechanical stability to the previous preclinical prototype studies, with the exception of the two animals with $>3$ DD lateral movement; one due to an infection causing scleral wound breakdown and the other due to partial electrode array extrusion. The implant extrusion noted in the previous prototype passive study was thought to be due to a different angle of the leadwire cable at rest with respect to the implant body plane ($27^\circ$ compared with $0^\circ$–$13^\circ$ for the other animals). Whereas in the current study, the partial array extrusion ($16, 551$) occurred due to erosion of the sclera at the junction of the thick to thin sclera, while the scleral incision site remained intact. Speculatively, there may be localized increased mechanical stiffness of the 44-channel array at the location of the thick to thin scleral junction compared with the previous prototype arrays, because the orientation of the return electrodes has rotated $90^\circ$ and they are located close to this junction (see Fig. 2). However, the local stiffness at this region could not be quantified or assessed, and in the other nine animals scleral erosion did not occur.

The long-term retinal structure and function was maintained over time and histopathology showed a mild foreign body response to chronic implantation (fibrosis grade 0–1; inflammation grade 0–1.5), as is typical for silicone implants. These results are comparable to those from our prototype preclinical passive chronic safety study, which found retinal structure and function was maintained from 2-weeks to 3-months implantation and the presence of a mild (grade 1) chronic inflammatory response and mild fibrosis in implanted eyes on histopathology. The previous chronic electrical stimulation preclinical prototype study also found the electrode array to be well tolerated during 3-months chronic implantation (no change to retinal structure or function) with a minimal foreign body response (grade 0–1) and no adverse clinical or histologic findings aside from that due to implantation surgery. It is noteworthy that the prototype suprachoroidal clinical trial results showed the electrode to retina distance increased in all patients over 12 months. This may possibly represent a stimulus-induced fibrotic and/or inflammatory response in the suprachoroidal pocket. Furthermore, two of three patients implanted with an intrascleral prototype device in a clinical trial showed stimulation-induced iridocyclitis within the first 6 months of surgery, which likely occurred due to inflammation at the pars plana where the return electrode was situated. Iridocyclitis was not observed in either the suprachoroidal clinical trial, or any of the suprachoroidal preclinical studies including the current study. Further studies are required to clarify the stimulus limits for suprachoroidal stimulation.

The electrode array conformability to the retinal curvature and electrode robustness was excellent in the current study, with a smooth electrode array to tissue interface and electrodes remaining intact upon array removal at dissection. Therefore, despite changes in the mechanical properties within both the electrode array and the leadwire cable, the suprachoroidal array has maintained excellent conformability and robustness. The prototype clinical trial also exhibited smooth conformability of the array to the retinal curvature on SD-OCT imaging and all electrodes remained functional over the 24 months of the trial.

Despite the generally positive results in the current study, there were four animals (16, 524, 16, 528, 16, 530, 16, 531) that had significant surgical or electrode stability complications and were excluded and thus risks included in this trial length, retinal structure, and retinal function to humans; however, there are important anatomic differences that account for the complications observed in feline, and therefore it is unlikely they will occur in human. First, from our experience, the feline choroid is prone to bulging during surgery, making insertion of a suprachoroidal electrode array difficult and increasing the risk of the electrode array buckling and causing retinal damage (i.e., 16, 524). Human surgery is performed in patients with retinal degeneration and severely atrophic choroids, greatly reducing this risk. No evidence of choroidal bulging was observed in our clinical trial. Second, it is not feasible to screen for systemic bleeding disorders in cats (i.e., 16, 530); however, a bleeding disorder in humans would be known prior to surgery. Third, feline sclera comprises a 7- to 9-mm thick anterior band, and is very thin posteriorly, whereas human sclera is thicker and more uniform. The thin posterior feline sclera increases the risk of posterior scleral erosion and subsequent electrode array extrusion (i.e., 16, 531). It also dictates that the scleral incision must be placed anteriorly within the thick component for wound stability in felines, however, an anterior incision is more exposed, and therefore more prone to infection (i.e., 16, 528) than in human surgery where a more posterior incision is protected by the lateral rectus. Hence, we are confident the differences in feline eye anatomy and surgical procedures make it more susceptible to the complications we observed, and therefore we expect the 44-channel suprachoroidal array to have an improved safety record as we move to clinical trials.

The strengths of this study include chronic implantation period of the final 44-channel electrode array design in a greater number of animals than assessed previously in preclinical studies with our prototype array and the ability to directly compare the surgical, mechanical stability, and histopathology results with the previous prototype safety studies in the feline model. The limitations of this study include the use of an animal model that requires a more anterior scleral incision and has thin posterior sclera, so there are seemingly higher risks of surgical and stability complications than in human. We also had three animals that did not complete the planned full 12 weeks of implantation due to complications. Furthermore, we only assessed endpoint retinal structure and function and histopathology outcomes in the two purely passively implanted animals in the interests of the best use of animal resources. The other eight animals were rolled into an active electrical stimulation study, and thus the histology results will be published in a companion manuscript.

Development of the 44-channel suprachoroidal electrode array was performed in conjunction with the perspectives and feedback from the patients who used the first in-human prototype device in the clinical trial of a suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis, and as such, we have increased the field of view and the number of electrodes to enrich the visual experience. The wide field of view possible with a suprachoroidal device is one of the advantages of the suprachoroidal location (along with a simple surgery, good device stability, and low risk of SAEs) and has potential for improving navigational outcomes and quality of life in patients. The results from the present study indicate that the change in mechanical characteristics from the prototype electrode arrays to the current 44-channel electrode array do not pose any increased safety risks than that already known prior to proceeding to human trial. These
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results will be paired with a companion publication evaluating the safety of chronic electrical stimulation using the 44-channel electrode array in our preclinical model.

In summary, the 44-channel suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis has an acceptable safety profile to proceed to clinical trial, with 80% of animals demonstrating safe surgical implantation and 80% demonstrating excellent implant stability (60% with both surgical safety and array stability). Biocompatibility of the electrode array was excellent with normal retinal structure and function and only a minor foreign body response evident after 13 to 15 weeks of chronic implantation. We expect that the safety profile will improve in the clinical setting as the complications relating to (1) a bulged choroid in surgery, (2) a systemic bleeding disorder, (3) an infection at the incision site, and (4) a thin posterior sclera, are specific to the feline model.
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